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New College policy will not allow students to bring their children to classes
By MingWona
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A Wrinkle in
thepolicy .
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BegiJining$epteDaber 15, Baruch
students willno:kmpr.:beallowed
tobriDg ebildren - into the b1lildiDP~the-COlIege.- - - _
Doe. issUesTegBftting the New
York·-Public -Health-Lew-which
atipWates:tbat ebildieDDl~shOw

By MiD. Wong

~lJmeDtajion~'beingproperly
- vacei1uiMc1, li8biIity-to-the CoUege
na Childibappeu_to-i)8-invo1ved·in-

The College's new policy of
erring children from the classmsunder the New York Public Health Law is technically
.
Iid
Inva
1 •
According to memos given to

an~aeeidentoJl~JjrOUnds,8Dd
ChildJoen,bemg _:adiatraetion·to
_other-StUdents.aDdthe prof'essor of

:.-;p~~Zdecided to

~~~:e:~:ri~~l:-;:gdi:r~:~d:::

~- .-coUege'Where9 -to- 12 pergrace period before the policy is
'cent ortne students arep8tents,
officially in effect as of Septem:tbis~'becmlesT-_to
her 15, -students will no longer
m8Dythat bring their children to
be allowed to bring children
class.
into classes based on a new
,"leshard for me sometimes...I
policy -that is consistent with
;~iJ.~~~tQ_~~~or
the New York Public Health
..
-~eomes:1.q)in the last
Law~_w:hichstipulates in§2165
minute. -It:ta.not as i£~do-it all the
that aJtindiVidual.-·~that-~are . --:-·~tillle." _8.d8118 ......t st\KIeDt _' . --------:....
-•_
.
.__.__-.......,~a1ilYB.SU<~t§Dd ~11@8es a,nd __"
- In-thlFp.8t~rity officers- ---KiCt8wffr6eiRit1awealro~-Biruc;fi-~uResy~aDeW
poIcy- ... ,- erier~ 19&7--cJJlU s t -SBMV-·
would allow children to enter the
.documentation of proper MMR
college, provided they obtain a into classrooms.
the collegecommunity
(measles, mumps, and rubella)
visitor's pass f 'rom someone,
The policy first started out only
"This is an unfriendly policy. I vaccination. Students that do
usually the Office of Student Life. for faculty and staff because the didn't see any problems that kids not show proof of vaccination
After the grace period at the be- College felt that faculty and staff in class cause." said one student.
are not allowed to register and
ginning of the semester, security members will be less productive if
One unnamed security officer attend classes.
officers will have to tum back any their children were present but the said, "It does not make sense. It
However, children of students
student with a child. Parents can, new policy will also include stu- seems to me that this is a viola- are technically not students of
however, get a pass good for one dents and will be strictly enforced. tion of someone's civil liberties."
the College and are visitors,
half hour for their child if they
The decision to implement the
Director of Student Life Carl
therefore they cannot be reneed to bring them into the Col- policy is headed by Vice-president
stricted from entering the
lege for administrative purposes, of Administration James Murtha
building based on the New York
continued on page 3
but children will not be allowed despite little support from many in
Public Health Law.
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DSS - Array: the new student government
By Helen McFarlane
government," said Carl Aylman,
As it begins the fall term under Director ofStudent Life. "It doesn't
new leadership, Day Session Stu- speak for representative democdent Government is faced with old racy very well either," he added.
problems. Vice-presidential nomiStudent- leaders are now in
nee David Huang will not be seated charge of electbigthe VP and eight
due to a low GPAof 2.4-(student council members, a right which begovernment leaders are required to longs _to the student bod~
have at least a 2.5) and collectively
The past two years .haa seen
there are eight vacancies in the _similiar problems 'at DSSG,
upper and lower councils.
~lman noted, but DSSG president
"rbis-doesn't bode well for student Ilion Peress iDsiststbat the di-

lemma isn't major and will be
handled shortly.
"We've basically got a wellrounded position of where we are
and what we're planning to do,"
said Mr. Peress. "We're not in
disaray," he said. The three major
chairs, Finance, Student Affairs
and Public Relations are in place
and he has two vice presidential
candidates in mind, one of whom
ran -for- the· opposition party dur-

ing the election.
Peress places the blame for the
current state of DSSG on student
turnover. As far as he is concerned
the faet that the newly formed
leadership failed to officially meet
and organize over the summer is a
non factor since members did establish contact via telephone.
In an effort to fill the vacant vicecontinued on page 3
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RAISE YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE
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ESL & American students, turn a B paper into an
A, and F into a C. The term paper or graduate
school thesis doesn't exist that can't be improved
by line-by line editing for proper grammar, clarity, form, content and by constructive criticism
regarding- relevance to the specific assignment.
Free consultation. Satisfaction guaranteed. $20/
hr. 212/679-4706.
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PARTY, MEET PEOPLE AND GET PAID
I
Promote KODAK Spring Break trips
I We'll pay you more than anyone else...GUARANTEED!
I
NO RISK... we handle all the bookkeeping.
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SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-3194 for current listings.

CALL WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
1-800-222-4432
Our 21st year
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EXTRA INCOME FOR '97

Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details -'RUSH
$1.00 with SASE to: GROUP FIVE
6547 N Academy Blvd. D_ept N
Colorado Springs, Co. 80918
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Evening SesaiOD Student Asaoeiation: essa@eesu.baruch.cuny.edu
Graduate Student Assembly: pa@ecau.baruch.euny.edu
Hillel Foundation of New York: hillel_foundation@aeau.baruch.euny.edu
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Note: To subecribe to a listserver, send an e-mail message to the liatserver address shown above with SUBSCRIBE as the subject.
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From Algebra to Statistics our videos
and workbooks will help you get
through your tough~st classes.

AVAILABLE AT

Baruch College: http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/
Baruch College School of Business: http://bus.baruch.euny.edu
~ty U~versityof N~ York: http://www.cuny.edu/
.
Student Development and Counseling: http://wwW.8C8U.baruch.euny.edu
The Ticker: http://www.sesu.baruch.cuny.edu/sesulmedia/tiekerhome.html
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Aylman, who also teaches Law
in the College said, "Usually
kids are no problem if you keep
them occupied." He also said
that he sits them near the door
so if a problem happens to arise,
they can quickly leave the room
without causing much distrac-

"Baruch. must be
anti-kids"
tion.
The Office of Student Development is working with several
student organizations and student-parents to provide emergency childcare to students.
With a lack of space in Baruch's
Early Childhood Learning Center for adequate ehildcare,
many students are faced with
even less options.
"First it's tuition raises, then
the problem of the daycare center closing because the school
won't give them money, now
this," said one student, "Baruch
must be anti-kids."

nSS-Array Looking for
continued from front page

president seat as soon as
posssible, Peress asked his opponent from the spring election,
Pearl Chen, to consider taking
the position. "I don't believe in
the partisan stuff that goes on
in student government," he
said. Furthermore, says Peress,
he and Pearl just had different
ideas, they're not evil enemies.
Ms. Chen did decline his offer,
however.
Recent DSSG history shows a
lack of structure according to
Director of Student Life
Aylman, who says that undergraduate Day and Evening student governments need to take
a-closer look at joining forces.
He says that one government
would be a great experiment
because Baruehhas such a fluid
student body. "Students plan
their school schedules around
their work schedule, or their
work schedule around their
school schedule," he says, noting that this is what determines
full-time or part-time status.

prospective
writers for
News
••••••••••••••••

If you want

to get involved,
drop by the
office in
Room 1521
PAS or call
,802-6800.
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Established in 1932

Joseph M. Maldarelli
Editor-in-chief

School has begun.
Ah, the joy that we all feel in coming
back to the hallowed halls of Baruch.
But anyway, welcome back, and for
those incoming students, welcome.
Baruch is a commuter school, but it
doesn't have to be that way.
By joining a club, sport, or other
activity, you become an integral part"
of the Baruch community.
And I stress community. There are
over one hundred clubs to join, and
there is something out there for every
one, whatever your interests may be.
I guarantee,you willbecome a well
rounded individualby the time you
graduate.
But try to graduate as fast as you can,
for tuition is increasing faster than
we can. keep up with.
Once again, welcome, and remember,
school is what YOU
make of it.
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Ira Michael Hersch
Managing editor

CUNY's Conundrum: Lack of Web Access
By Coby L. Herd
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Helen McFarlane

Every fall, I get all hyped up at
the prospect of attending classes,
you know, the bonding, of students,
meeting new and interesting
people, the chance to add Iittle
knowledge to this rock my girlfriend
call my brain, and the feeling of
accomplishment that comes if I'm
lucky enough to pass a course with
something better than a 2.5 (that's
a C+ for all you liberal arts majors).
Being an older student, I love going
to college but something' usually
comes down the turnpike that
causes me tobemoam the fact that
I'm not runningthis popcorn stand.
Item.
Baruch College, once the preeminent destination (in the five
boroughs) for middle-class
aspirants seeking the golden key of
American opportunity, today
remains hopelessly mired in
backwater teaching standards.
Whether the fault ofthe all powerful
teachers' union or budget
constraints, the facts remain that'
this fall, most of our classmates
would do well to stay home, save
some money on tuition and take

••
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-Dam these cutbacks!-

their classes via the internet. It's
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Th e course WI·th some exp Iicrt
tution,
SUNY,..
ocate .up In. ·00
easier to register, the course inst.ruction
an d 1earnIng.
ICI
.' .,
."
. al lass
dasroai I
. '. . 1
an d "country;-and .~y call these guys
structuresoffered are more relevant activities of a tradition c
are pe ago~lca . pznrrcrp e~t . an. hicks? Hell, wIth my computer, I
toLthe-'business-worid teday,-1tftd.·· ,tDe- saJlte8tU8eR~. ~~eou.rse . , strategles~ - an dexploJ .:-~e-"-cOuld. ltiiOCk-out a-ooupr-e~of-um-se"--'--".--""'-- -
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~~~:i:::-U:;=~ 'C6w,sesbetween-the'chores, Mar

below, one can actually find work
that pays instead of work that
slaves!

student and ot.h er' human
participants--namely, instructors
and students- who can enhance
the learning process." The
principles and practices that Mr.
Jaffee incorporated in his Social
and Economic Development course
include interactivity, mediation,
active learning, and collaborative
learning. Regarding his course,
David feels, "the level of class
participation and discussion far
exceeded, in quantity and quality,
anythinglhaveeverexperiencedin
the traditional classroom setting:'

Come-on CUNY, try getting your
collective heads out of the political
sand! To compete in today's
business world students need a
generous smattering of courses
routinely offered at one tenth the
price every day on the internet.
And I kind of like the idea of
attending C++ programming in
my underwear (hey, it's my
house,..get off my back), with a cup
ofcoffee in one hand and a cigarette
in the other. I work better when
I'm comfortable.

their instructor and fellow students.
The students, and the faculty, use
technology to accomplish these
tasks. The course design facilitates
these activities through a computer
network. The learning is both
interactive with faculty and
collaborative with other students.
Faculty and students can also
leverage the wealth of resources
available through the Internet to
support this instruction.
This could be The Most
Convenient Way to a College Degree
for many students. Or students
may take just a few courses in the
ALN format to complement their
on campus studies. Either way,
students and faculty alike are
starting to catch this wave of the
future. "I always get front row
parking. I never have a bad hair
day," writes one of our students. "I
can pass notes to my classmates
and not get in trouble. I can get up
in the middle of class, grab a cup of
coffee and read a book to my twoyear-old grandson. The class is
waiting for me whenI get back and
-I haven't missed a thing." .
.

Imagine a way that students can
study and take classes at any time
and from any place. That's the
promise of a model project called
the SUNY Learning Network
(SLN). And now for the real
question of the day, why doesn't
Baruch participate in this
revolutionary way of higher
education.
The SLN is an
Asynchronous Learning Network
(ALN). An ALN is a new approach
to teaching and learning that is
David Jaffee, a faculty member
student centered. It eliminates the .
constraints oftime and location that from SUNY College at New Paltz,
higher education normally places also sees the benefits of the SLN.
He feels that "it is vital that one
on students.
approach the distance learning
ALNs also emphasizes innovative

SLN Underuaduate CoursesBusiness Policy
&
Medical
Terminology
Pharmacology
American Social and Cultural
History to 1876

History of American Law
Social and Economic Development
Marketing Management
Organizational Behavior

Granted, it's nice to commingle Introduction to Literature ofNature
with our fellow students but given
the opportunity, I could get better Environmental Economics
grades if I didn't have to partici- Management Information Systems
pate in the bum's rush for the subway every day. just trying to get Social Psychology
here on time so I can stand in long . International Business
lines and wait for antiquated elevators to take me to sessions of Iearn- Corporate Finance
ing taught by adjuncts who would Business Ethics
really rather be in Hollywood
cranking' our screenplays at Introduction to Soil Science
$110,000 for a bottom line job,(see Current Economic Issue
last Sundays Times' about Harvard
&
Resources
graduates staffing most of the hit Natural
shows on television today). Hey Environmental Policy
Baby, give me the privacy ·of my Broadcasting and Cable
cave any day! Listed below, first
and foremost is the Fall '97 course Broadcast Newswriting
offering put out by our sister insti- Telecommunications
continued on page 6
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Sign on to The orld At
Your Fingertips...Literally
Want to get down with the real
nitty gritty and connect to some
great opportunities on the web?
Well check out ZDNet's On-line
computer courses. These are the
hot ones that can propel you into
some real Moola programming and
designing for the television of the
future.
Just
log
into
www.zdnet.com and peruse the
courses below. And the amazing
thing about this whole deal is the
cost. Bad news boys and girls but
CUNY seems highly overpriced.
Want more bang for your buck?
How about $4.95 per month! Hey
now that's a bargain and I'd be willing to bet the farm on the supposition that when you complete the
courses you will actually find some
work. Now wouldn't that be nice!
Date: 09/08/97 Intro to Java for
Programmers I: Learning the Language A fast-paced introduction to
Java programming for students
who have previous programming
experrence.

Date: 09/22/97 Intro to Java for
Programmers II The second session
of our popular Java I programming
course.
Date: 09/29/97 MFC Programming
with Visual C++ 5 Learn Windows
programming usingthe Microsoft
Foundation Classes with Visual
C++.

Date: 08/05/97 Visual Basic 4 for
Programmers I Learn to build Windows applications with Microsoft's
Visual Basic 4.0
Date: 08/04197 Visual Basic 4 for
Programmers II - Writing Real
Programs Learn to build more complicated programs in this companion course to Visual Basic 4 for Programmers I.

e HA 0 S

Date: 08/04/97 Visual Basic 5 for
Programmers I - Learning the
Language A fast-paced introduction to Microsoft's Visual Basic 5
for students who have previous programming experience. This is the
first of two sessions.

CH A 0 S

by Brian Shuster
1
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Business Dept.
Date: 09/29/97 Implementing
Intranets Examine what intranets
are and how to implement one in
your corporation.

o

•

i

In ternet Advertising A crash
course on Internet advertising that
will cover all the basics of buying
and selling online ads.
Date: 09/29/97 Intro to HTML I:
Build a Small Business Web Site
Create a Web site for a fictitious
small travel agency.

••

Date: 09/22/97 Java for Managers
Why is Java so hot and how will it
affect the future? Find out in this
informative, non-programming
course for executives.
Webmaster Dept.
Date: 09/22/97 Dynamic HTML
with Internet Explorer 4 Builddynamic Web pages to be viewed with
Microsoft's Internet Explorer 4.0
Date: 09/29/97 Dynamic HTML
with Netscape Communicator 4
Build dynamic Web pages to be
viewed with Netscape's Communicator 4.
Date: 10/06/97 HTML Workshop:
Frames
Learn how to add the frames feature to your Web site.
Date: 08/04/97 Intro to Java
Applets: Create Sizzling Web Pages
Java applets,

by Brian ShUS1Br

The late bird
Date: 09/22/97 Intro to Java
.. Applets: .Create Sj7.zJing Web Pages
.A course designed specifically for
non-programmers who want to add
a little pizzazz to their Web pages
with Java applets.
Date: 09/15/97 Intro to JavaScript
Learn to build live online applications with .JavaScript.
; 09/22/97 Intro to Microsoft's
FrontPage 97 Learn how to design
and build a Web site without knowingHTML.

[ ]Authoring Hypermedia
[ )History of Recorded Music I
[ ]Model 1 - Music Theory &
Musicianship
[ ]Image Processing
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HURRICANE IRA STRIKES AGAIN
By Ira M. Hersch
Welcome to In The Realm: The
Students' Editorial. This column is ment to be both fun to
read and informative. With
that said allow yourself to sit
back, relax, and lets get started.
I mean no disrespect when I
say this but if you are reading
this then you must be a student
in the most disfunctional college in the most currupt university system in the United States
today.
This section represents my
opinions
and
does
not
necessarially reflect the opinions of this newspaper, even
though I ani its Managning Editor. This section represents the
truth as it should be, not as
those who are politically correct
deem it to be.
What I state
here, no normal person should
debate.
1. In case you missed my summer issue column, I wanted to
repeat my number one from
that issue. If you have already
read it, move to point 2.
Dr. Audrey Williams, Chair
of Academic Standing for the
School of Business makes
around $84,000 a year, plus
benefits. My question is when
was the last time she worked towards the benefit of the students (whom she is SUPPOSED
to be working for) instead of
working for the interest of the
faculty. In my view she is the
perfect example of an overpaid

·new and Dr. Audrey Williams is
still BRAIN DEAD.
3. Is it just me or are you just
as annoyed .at those bicycle
messengers who don't follow
traffic rules? I hate almost
being hit by them on a daily
basis, especially when I HAVE
THE RIGHT OF WAY. I almost
wish cabs would hit more of
. these people.· The cyclists on
the sidewalks are the worst.
though. These people should be
knocked down on sight and
they're bicycles dismantled.
Simple as that.

4. How was your summer? Too
short, huh??? Mine to.
5.
I'm very sad to see
Woolworth's closing after all of
these years. I remember going
into it as a child and thought it
would always be around. It
truly was an American Institution. Not many of those around
anymore.
I think it has become the
time for AMERICAN ENGLISH
to finally be declared the OFFICIAL language of the United
States of America. There's no
reason why it shouldn't be.
6.

7. I saw three great summer
movies. Men In Black, Contact,
.a~d Air Force One. My suggestion to you isif you haven't seen
these flicks, go s~e them. You

.::::=in:=::r ':;i~:w~ao;~---!!O!1~t~e 4i~al!l!oi!lted:_

you. I suggest you get actively
involved in club activities here
at Baruch. I'm not saying to
join The Ticker, although it is
a great place to work, but there
are such diverse activities offered through the office of Student Life, it would be a piety if
8b. Usually I don't do two part you don't join. My suggestions
topics but in this case I make for clubs to join. Hillel of New
an
exception.
Myron York is a nice group of people
Schwartzman, the Ombudsman, and have really enjoyed. workis located at 360 PAS 11th Floor. ing with them over the past two
Ironically, the 11th floor also years. Some of the best stuhouses the Journalism depart- dents at. Baruch are members of
mente I have had dealings with· Hillel. Then there is KOACH,
several professors on this floor a Russian Student Group, once
and have coneluded that the again nice people, good peopleentire floor IS BRAINDEAD. to know. Another club to join
Maybe there is someone with a would be the Haitian Student
brain on that floor but I HAVE Club. While I've never been to
YET TO MEET THAT PERSON. a meeting of this club before, I
I don't see how any of the pro- have a lot of friends who are
fessors on that floor grasps the Haitian and the club members
concept of BREATHING.· My seem to have a good time. Find
advice to you, my student read- something to your liking .
ers, AVOID STEPPING FOOT Check out Student Activities at
ON THE 11 TH FLOOR EN- 360 PAS, 14 and 15th Floors.
TIREL Y AND·AVIOD JOUR- ENJOY YOURSELF!!!
NALISM AT BARUCH ENTIRELY. You'll be better with- 11. On a separate note, make
out that experience.
this the year you turn your life
into what you want life to be for
9. President Clinton erred in you. If you have been strugdealing with the UPS Strike a gling academically, you CAN
few weeks back. Instead of be- improve your grades. If you
ing his liberal self, he should have been searching for a cahave enacted the Taft-Hartley reer, keep looking and you're
Act and forced the Teamsters bound to find something you
back to work. Millions of dol- will love to do. If you find a spelars. were lost: not only by UPS cial person in your life that
but by ~smaUbusiness across brings ac·twinkle in your eyes,

~----~-~i~~i-1it:~~=~~ir~~-:1}:1~Op?~i/;J~o;iel:ON:2

serves to hinder studerrts academic advancement more than
she helps them, for reasons that
are best known to her. This
does not benefit students any.
Solution: FIRE HER

8a. I went to seek help from the
college Ombudsman (The Ombudsman is the person in the
college who is supposed to act
as a liaison' between students
and faculty to resolve students
problems),
Myron
Schwartzman. He proved to be

FREE Measles, Mumps &
Rubella Immunization on
Oct. 7, Nov. 11 from 12-8pm
at 360 PAS, room 1542

Comic Strip Live: tickets
are $7.00 and admits two
people. Purchase tickets at
the Student Center 360
PAS, rm 1512 MondayFriday from 9am-9pm Cash
Only. Available all
semester.

[ )Deregulation: Do Market
Solutions Really Work?

ABSOLUTELY USELESS!!!·
This does not surprise me at all.
An idiot is what an idiot does.
My suggestion: Eliminate the
waste and remove the position
from existence. I bet that no
one would even miss it.

Clinton went on vacation and
punished the country. Stupid is
what Stupid does, Treason is
what Treason Does.
10. On a 'happier note, since
you are already in the college,
let me make this suggestion for

get out there and prove it to
yourselves, and your peers.
My name is Ira Hersch, and I
am The Watcher. No REBUTTALS.

[ ]Quantitative Methods
[ ]Operations Management
[ ]Investing

Date: 10/06/97 Introduction to
VBScript A first step in adding
scripting to your HTML pages using VBScript with Microsoft's
Internet Explorer.
Date: 09/15/97 Learn how to push
your Web site content to users of
Netscape Communicator.
Design Dept.
Date:
10/06/97
Advanced
Photoshop
Learn advanced
compositing techniques and effects
with Adobe Photoshop 4.0

·Oh no, it's my husband! QUick, get back on the floor.·

continued from page 5

TICKER OP-ED

[ ]Business Environment of Post
Industrial Society
It is easy to find out more about the
SUNY Learning Network.
More information is a keystroke
away!!
You can also call the Project Office
at 518-443-5331 or 800-875-6269,
or send us an email.
Students can always attend a
ZDU class as an Audit status student.

Create Web Graphics with Paint
Shop Pro I Tips and tricks for creating beginning Web graphics with
the popular Windows utility, Paint
Shop Pro.

Programming Dept.
Date: 07/21/97 Building ActiveX
Controls with Visual Basic 5.0
Learn to build ActiveX controls
with Visual Basic 5 Control Creation Edition.

Date: 10/06/97 Create Web Graphics with Paint Shop Pro I Tips and
tricks for creating beginning Web
graphics with the popular Windows
utility, Paint Shop Pro.

Date: 07/14/97 C++ From Scratch:
Intro to C++ Programming Learn
C++, one of the most versatile programming around.

Interested in a health
insurance? Cuny is offering a voluntary student
group health insurance
program with GHI. Students with 6 or more credits
are eligible. For more
information,please .contact
the Office of the Dean of
Students at 36Q PAS room
1702, 802-6820. Enrollment will be Sept. 11 thru
Sept. 25 at 151 E. 25th St.
lobby from 12-6pm.
Art Carved College Ring
Sale will be held at 151 E.
25th St.,Sept. 15th thru
18th., from 12-7pm.

Discount Movie Tickets
can be purchased at the
Student Center 360 PAS,
rm 1512. Tickets are $5
and valid for one year. 8026770 Available all semester.
Newman Real Estate
Institute Young Professional Career Evening
will be held at 151 E. 25th
St., Sept. 17,Conference
Center from 5:30-7pm.

Sidney Mishkin Gallery
Exhibition "Journeys of
Julio Alpuy: Pictographic
Constructivism from he
workshop of Torres-Garcia
to New York City",19431996. Exhibition runs from
Sept. 17 to Oct. 16 at 135 E.
22nd St., 5-7pm.
Bloomingdale Recruiters
will be accepting job applications on Sept. 10th, 151
E. 25th St. lobby, from 112pm.

FREE TUTORING: appointments can be made
starting Sept. 15th by calling Mark Spergel at 8026770 from 4-9pm. Or drop
by in person at the Office of
Student Life at 360 PAS,
rm 1512.
Interviewing Workshop/
Reception held at the
Placement for Arts and
Sciences Students Office
on Sept. 18th, 5:30pm&
Sept.l1th,12:45pm, 17 Lex.
Ave., room 1604

Career Develpment will be offering Career Workshops
Topic-Choosing A Major: Sept. 16, 12-2pm, room 724
Topic-Effective Job Search: Sept. 17, 12-2pm, room 724
Topic-WinningResumes: Sept. 23, 12-2pm, room 724

-'- .:. -

TICKER OP-ED
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BADGES, CLUBS, AND SWASTIKAS...
OH MY!!!!!!!
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By Orlando Green

To schedule an appointment
Clip the coupon below.
r-

~
'=i
•

I
I
I
I
I

----------------------------------~

:.~Di'Nrcog;;

Name
Address

zip code

Area Code + Phone ( . )

I. Thurs., sept. 25, 1997
9:30 am-2:45 pm
I

Appointment Times:

(every 15

First Choice: - - - - - Second Choice:

Third Choice:
II Retum to:
I
Baruch College Student Life, Room 1512,360 PAS, Box F-1512, 802-6770

I
I
I
I
I
I .
I
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"We are advocates of the abolition
of war, we do not want war; but
war can only be abolished
through war, and in order to get
rid of the gun it is necessary to
take up the gun."
Mao Tse Tung
"How can police brutality be
stopped once and for. all?" This
was the question of many people
who rallied against the police
during the summer. The height
of such. protests was recently
reached last week. Billed as the
"Day of Outrage" 20,000 people
expressed their righteous anger
against police brutality.
But do we really .understand
the problem of police brutality?
No! We need a comprehensive
analysis' of the broader issue' of
racism in the police forces in general. Is there a relationship between the cops and organized
white supremacist groups? Is
their a relationship between the
many victims of police brutality
and the fact that an overwhelming number of them are people of
color?
Organized police forces and or.ganized, extra-legal white supremacists groupings like the
Klan had their origin in roughly
the same period of U.S. history,
after the Civil War. Prior to that,
the government was still a relatively weak element of society
compared to the massive force it
wields today. Slave codes were
enforced by slave owners and
their overseers, who would deputize slave patrols from among the
white population. Urban populations were relatively small. Militias were called up from the
armed white male population to
put down rebellions among the
lower class whites, the enslaved
Africans and the Native American nations.
With the conquest of Northern
Mexico, the abolition of chattel
slavery, the genocide of Native
American nations, the growth of
capitalist industrialization, new
ways of controlling both society
and protecting private property of
the rich were needed.
Throughout the country, a permanent army and professional
law enforcement bodies began to
develop. The KKK sprang up also
to terrorize and disenfranchise
the freed Mrican slaves and to

restore law and order (not justice)
to the slaveocracy of the South.
Law enforcement in the U.S. is
a patchwork of more than 15,000
different city, state, county and
federal agencies. In the largest

Republican). They wear plain
white buttons or buttons with a
circled watermelon with a slash
through it.
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cities, like New York and Los An- " ••• KKK and the police
geles, the schools, the housing authorities and the rapid transit tended to share many
systems may all have their own common common valpolice departments in addition to ues and enforced the
the city cops who patrol the
streets. There are more and more same social order."
private security force s whose tra_
.""_,.,.A"..". ",,,,.,.,.,...,,.,,.,«.,.,,,,,,,,,«~ ..,,,,,,,,_,...,",,.,,,·,·,,,,,·,,,,.. .,,"z.,····,·,,,
dition goes back to breaking-up
The white cops circulate racist
strikes and to intimidate work- flyers, and concoct a plan for masers.
sive arrests in Black neighborThe relationship between hoods on the. eve of the election,
groups like the Klan and the po- which is derailed at the last
lice has been intimate. Espe- minute after being exposed by the
ciaUy·before· the'-civii rights ·re--.. ··Bfack-press;- ..... -- '. -._- .... '.' .
forms of the '60s, the' KKK and
1992, Grovetown, GA: Scott
the police tended to share many Lowe, the former fire chief who
common values and enforced the had been exposed as the grand
same social order. Thus, during titan of the Christian Knights
the '20s the U.S., operating Klan, is arrested for having
within both the Republican and burned a cross in 1987 outside a
Democratic parties and holding Black family's home.
judgeships, governorships and
1993, New York, NY: Rudolph
other elected offices, the KKK Guilliani leads a protests against,
would on occasion be deputized to then Black Mayor, David
fight rum-runners.
Dinkins. Police hold up signs
After the second World War, calling the Black mayor racial
the U.S. became the pre-eminent slurs as they shout racial obsceniglobal power. The state appara- . ties.
tus became stronger and the na1993, Paterson, NJ: A cop is
tional government began to im- busted for dealing in illegal weappose its will on local and state au- ons with a undercover officer in
thorities. Confronted by the So- a sting operation. An extensive
viet Union and facing an upsurge weapons cache, Nazi paraphernaagainst colonialism in Africa, lia, and white supremacist mateAsia and Latin America, the U.S. rial is found in his home.
became concerned with cleaning
1993, Somalia: The existence
up it's image, not it's act.
of a network of neo-nazis inside
The KKK was' resurrected· as a the Canadian military and Speuseful tool to fight American com- cial Forces, linked to Canadian
munist and to suppress the civil associates of a U~S. based white
rights movement without dirty- supremacist group, WAR, is exing the government's hands posed by the execution-style muropenly. KKK operations inside der of a Somali by a member of
the police departments are by Canadian forces included in
their nature clandestine today. Clinton's "humanitarian" invaIn the '50s sheriffs were open pro- sion of Somalia.
ponents of white supremacy. Law
1994, Los Angeles, CA: A Jewenforcement today is supposed to ish officer for a suburban police
be color-blind, and the depart- department wins an out-of-court
ments are no longer uniformly· settlement for a lawsuit he
white. But, a troubling number brought charging anti-Semitic
of cases of neo-nazi infiltration or harassment within the departorganizing in such agencies have ment, carried out with the apparent approval of superior officers.
come to light.
One aspect of the relationship
1983, Chicago, IL: In an effort
to defeat Black mayoral candi-· between the police and the orgadate Harold Washington~the cops nized white supremacists is masform "Police for Epton" (the white sive police protection for white

supremacist's organizing drives
under the guise of maintaining
freedom of speech. Time after
time, particularly in the early
'80s when the KKK was on an upswing, using public hooded rallies
to promote their cause and to lay
the basis for further night-riding,
police forces around the country
have come out in force to enable
the Ku-Kluxers to carry out their
strategy, and to suppress or intimidate opposition to the Klan in
the community.
For their part, Klansmen and
other organized white supremacists have often made one of their
top priorities, the defense and
support of the police, particularly

in cases where cops are under at"tad'-- -for'--r'a-c i's"t- --'kitti-n gs~- or'
.shootings. tn MIami Florida for
example, after police violence resulted in a riot in the '80s, Bill
Wilkinson rushed in to hold a
Klan rally to support the
police.(It should be noted that
Clinton's Attorney General,
Janet Reno, failed to get a conviction in this case as a local
county prosecutor, and subsequently refused to prosecute most
Miami cops in racist brutality
cases.)
In NYC a campaign has been
launched to improve the image of
the police with their CPR campaign. "Courtesy, Professionalism and Repect" have been the
major themes. This was done after the NYC police department
was written about in an AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL report concerning police brutality
in NYC. In 1996, this report was
distributed globally and compared NYC police brutaltiy to international standards of police
brutality and human rights violations.
This is problematic for a democratic society. Answers that deal
with police brutality' cannot be
effective without truly looking at
the "big picture" and it~s many
connective issues. There will be
many Abner Lcurmas;" and
Rodney Kings unless this situation is truly looked at .critically
and we stop using the "few bad
apples" approach and start
examing the entire "apple tree."
If we fail to address this issue
within the system, perhaps Mao's
above quote needs to be visited.
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ASEDOM
Association of Domincan
Students
We atASEDOM are a culturally based organization. We believe in preserving our heritage while
exposing other ethnic groups to the historic background and customs of our Caribbean life. We are
interested in meeting new people who are serious
and dedicated to changing the Latino image to a more
positive one while having tons of fun doing it.
If you would like to find out more, drop by
room 1512 of the 360 PAS building and drop a note
in the ASEDOM mail box. Leave your name and a
telephone number where you can be reached.

RR.I.D.E.
We are an ever growing happy family; where
you can meet people that are not just Puerto Rican but,
of other nationalities. We're a place where you can
feel welcome, where everyone looks out for everyone
else.' We'II help you out with school, friends, and family problems. We are a place to go to on a rainy day to
talk, laugh, and relax from school and family stress.
We throw parties, watch movies, leamnew things about
other people's cultures' including our own.
We meet in the 26th Street building in Room
1421 everyday, but mainly Tuesday and Thursday's
during club hours.

THE SOCIE'IY
FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (S.H.R.M.)

The Society for Human Resource Management, which is affiliated with the National Organization, provides Human Resource majors, and
other interested students, with the opportunity to
interact with faculty and professional practitioners in the Human Resource and other Business
Management areas.
Professionals come in and give advice in
areas such as resume writing, critiquing, and
interviews, and also, giving insight into what
prospective employers are looking for in job
applications.
An important benefit of SHRM membership is the ability to regularly network with professionals, giving students the much needed contacts for entering the tough job market.
The S.H.R.M. meets on Thursdays during
club hour, at 360 PAS, Room 1816.

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
The Business to Business Marketing Society
(BTB) is a dub that enhances academic knowledge and
brings the realworld of industrial and commercialmarketing to its members. Our main goal is to help members to be better preparedfor associated careeradvancement, and to guide them toward the market activity of
organizations who engage themselves in marketing to
other business. B1B provides an arena where speakers
are invited to talk on a variety of subjects, irldumymarketingtrendsinCorporateAmerica as well ascoonseling OR careers in marlceting.
BIB is an organization thatpromotes ~
and undeIstanding about madceting activity with ampanies that sell goods and services primarily to ada
businesses and institutions- not tbe final ooosumer. If
you area student that would like to gain exposure to Ibe

manyprofesiionalsengaged iniJdJsttialmadreting,join
us during dub bows Room 839,360 PAS. AlLARE

WELOOME.

lNTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

HILLEL OF NEW-YORK AT BARUCH

Come and be apart of the Jewish Community at Baruch College. Meet new people, improve
The Purpose of the InterVarsity Christian , your networking skills, get religious information,
have FUN!!! Please see Ellen Steigman in 360
Fellowship
PAS room 1511 or call at (212)802-6808 for more
1. To lead others to persona] faith in Christ
information
as Lord and Savior
2. To help Christians grow toward maturity
in their Christian faith by study of the Bible, by
prayer, and by Christian fellowship
3. To help students and faculty to discover
God's role for them

THE FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
SOCIETY
The Finance & Economics Society is open to all
of those interested intheprocesses ofthe financial world
It provides students with an infonnative view of current change and the future trends in the rapidly evolving :financial world via various functions such as lectures, symposiums, and field trips.
We meet in Room 640 / 26th Street Building

BETAAlPHA PSI
Membership is Beta Alpha Psi gives you an instant scholarly recognition. BetaAipha Psiinvites guest
speakers who are recognizedin their fields and who are
decision makers in human resources departments at
potential employers. Tbe Big Six Accounting firms are
focusing less on the campus interview and are putting
far greater reliance on pre-identification. 1bese firms
have developed a hiring preference for members of~~
Alpha Psi. Therefore, we invite you to-become a member of Beta Alpha Psi in order to leverage your participation in our society for your job search. Please look
for our flyers posted on college bulletin boards for the
meeting dates and room numbers.

The Haitian Cultural Club
Hello, out there! Did you know there was a
Haitian Club at Baruch?! We at the Haitian
Cultural Society are dedicated to preserving,
exploring and celebrating our beautiful
Haitian Culture. Come and be a part of our
wonderful Haitian family. It's never too late to
join!!!! Our club room is located in room 1416
in 360 PAS. Our general meetings are held in
the 2015 in 360 PAS. Upcoming events include
our first general meeting Sept.25 during club
hours. Hope to see you soon!!!!!
Remember C'est L"Union Fait La Force

CHINESE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Cbinese 0uistiaIi Fe11ra~hin
believes that there
'U'lY'r.xut'
is only one True God, the God of IsraeL We believe in
the infinitely perfect, sovereign, eternal Trinity of the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit We also believe that Jesus
Quist W~ sent from Heaven to Earth to serve as a sac-

.

Phi Eta Sigma is a national honor society for underclassmen (freshman and sophomores). Our goal
is to encourage and reward academic excellence
among Baruch College students. Our activities include: workshops on different topics of
interest(internships, management, resume enhancement and scholarships), visits to places of interest
(UN, Unicef, etc.), participation in volunteer programs including New York Cares Day, Volunteers
of America, and the Salvation Army. We hope to
make the transition process into Baruch a pleasant
one for freshmen by serving as a link between the
activities carried out by the college and the students.
JOIN US DURING CLUB HOURS(IHURSDAYS
IN ROOM 424; 261H STREET BUIlDING).
The officers of the chapter can be contacted through
the Dean of Students office at 360 PAS room 1702,
(212)802-6820

THE BARUCH ARCHERY CLUB
What is archery? You've seen it in the movies;
the various Robin Hood films being the most memorable. It's been seen in the media types as simple as a
comic book, and in events as grand as the Olympic
games. And yet, most people only have a vague notion
of just what the sport is all about.So, why not drop by
and check it out We would be glad to teach and train
anyone interested. We provide all the equipment and
no experience is necessary. Formore infonnation please
go to the 6th floor gym at the 23rd street building.
All are welcome.

I
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Unleash big savings. AT&T presents the
largest student discount program ever. FREE.
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THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL

Choose AT&T. And we'll give you a free one-year Student Advantage"

I

CLUB

membership. Use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off every
day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors
like these:

SAP is one of Baruch's newest clubs founded
in November of 1995. The goal of the dub is to
provide a forum for the discussion of Social and
Political issues through the use ofnewsletters
--"I.~the dub
speakers, debates and movies. Last semester
was involved in numerous activities ~uding a fund
raising raftle drawing; support of a sexual,
'Harrassment workshop hosted by the Helpline office,
participation in the DSS.G debate, the publication of
two newsletters, and the hosting ofa dance IYVnnPti~

THE Bio-MED SOCIETY
We are future healthcare professionals and scientists
11IEAOCOUNTINGSOCIEIY
who meet Thursdays during club hours in room 404 at
1be Aa:ounIiDg Society gives sludads a
the 23rd street building. We discuss current scientific chance tp learn more about this major they bave
issues and advances, watch ,educational videos, have chosen or wiD diose to study dUring Ibeir stay at
visiting guest lecturers from prestigious instifuions, give Baruch.
Please feel free to stop by and meet a new friend.

"I<t,.i*~,

PHI ETA SIGMA
NATIONAL FRESHMAN HONOR SOCIETY

rifice on the cross for our sins. Believing and living by
God's oommandments will bring saIvation. He will tion. This semester, the dub will be working---&~
cbic?1y .
return to earth to establish His kingdom of righteous-' with the Political ~ Departmentwith tile aim of
ness and peace. We are here to spread the ~l to the buikting upon the acbievemenls of the previous
campus of Baroch College with an ~ on the semester. ~ hope Ibat you the Baroch Community
,01inese(Americ.31 and overseas-bOm) ,students. ~ will provide supportas the dub alU1d make a useful
meet every Thursday between 12:25 and 2:30pm
contribution to the a>Ilege.

support to each other and have fun just being together.
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Choose AT&T.
Get a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

Call
or

visit

1-800-878-3872
www.att.com/college/np.html

It's
Student Advantage offer valid for AT&T Resrdential Long DIstance.
AT&T Calling Card and AT&T Unrvergl Card customers. © 1997 AT&T
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Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don't-worry about the time or the distance.

Across

Choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T One Rate. Free. You'll

Charlotte Sting home

Utah team

ABL

President of WNBA

also get a free one-year membership to Student Advantage t-s-the largest
student discount program ever.
• AT&T One Rate: only 15¢ a minute on calls from home-to anybody.

Houston Comets' state

Liberty's state

anytime, anywhere in the U.S.

,

• Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off

The first woman to play for the Harlem
Globetrotters

The other Californian team

Mercury Australian native

Down

Coach of the year

Has her own Nike sneaker.

First woman to play in a men's pro basketball
league

In 1996, The U.S. women recaptures the gold
medal in the Centennial Olympics in -.

Cleveland Rockers' state

Defensive player of the year.

MVP of the year

Sister of Pacer Guard

Son of Swoopes

Brazilian native

every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national
sponsors-like Kinko's," Tower Records" and Amtrak.'

In 1988, USA wins gold medal at the - Olympics.

Get AT&T One Rate
and a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

C a 111- 8 0'0 - 878 - 3 872
or

visit www.att.com/college/np.html

It's
Student Advantage offer valid for AT&T Residential Long Distance customers.

©

1997 AT&T
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Control for Contact in Picture
Perfect Lost World.
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By MaDnyRodriguez
_ Money isn't everything, But you '
won't learn that in Baruch College
or Hollywood. .Instead
the bottom line is all
that matters. With
that in mind, Hollywood players know
that financial prosperityis theirs for the taking in the' season of
summer ,and all they ."
need-to-do is make
movies good enough topay for, not see.
Here are the movies
I paid to see this sum';'
mer. I lost some good
money at times but
other times I was-very ..-..,
pleased with - my
..sp~_n_~1jn.g r . _._I . g.1leJ~.. ~_
broke- even. .My"SUtn... ··
mer in the movies goes
a little something like
this:

'.

Before you buy your books, look for
our Guaranteed Buyback sticker. It guarantees you'll get

AT

T 50%

of your purchase price when you sell your book back to
us at the end of the semester. You'll find this guarantee
only at the Baruch College Bookstore. But remember,
before you clean up here, you may have to
clean your room first.

,...

'

.

'

The film is undone by a pervasive
silliness epitomized by Gary
Oldman's typically over the top
turn as the villain. Also hurting
The Fifth Element is the lack of
Willis and newcomer Milla
Jovovich onscreen. When these
two are in the movie and things are
blowing up, the movie is fine.
Lastly, Chris Tucker was even
more outlandish than Oldman.
That's not good. .G:BAJlE: B-

em:kOn Memorial Day, dinosaurs
came to life again in Steven
Spielberg's Jurassic sequel.
Watching these dinosaurs andhav,ing Speilberg show them to me was
too much fun to hate the movie. I
........----+jul:Aisl!Mt.w4Sh maR time· was spent-oa
.developing characters who were
seemingly interesting in the
amount of time they were talking
onscreen as 'opposed to running
and screaming. The successful sequel (over $225 million) is heavily
April 25: Volcano
weakened bythe reasons given for
Last year Warner 'lbDimy Lee'Jones and Will SDdtti·(r.) e~ '_ _~'m Men In Black.
the continuing existence of dinoBros. got ajump on evsaurs (which we thought died in
eryone by releasing
Twister on May 10, two weeks bethe first installement) and the reafore Memorial Day which. is
sons given for sending Jeff
summer's official start. Fox reGoldblum's character back to Juleased VOlcano on April 25 to try
rassic Park. .GRADE: B
to make summer money before everyone else and it would have
June 6: Cop Ail:
June was overloaded with big
worked too. Volcano is Twister
with a volcano. Initially, it is inbudget films and studiossuffered.
teresting but you must relinquish
Con Air opened on the first weekyour ability to think or else the
end of this month and did well. It
major. idea of this movie, a volcano
will make over a $20 million profit
under LA, will be shot to hell. It's
but money can't cover the holes in
amazing to mehow many movies
.thisone. Any movie that fails to
utilize the talents of Nicolas Cage
try to paint L.A. as pure hell. ~
cano even puts lava in .the middle
properly sucks and he wasn't the
only wasted asset.
John
of it. The film does have one reMalkovieh, John Cusack, Colmdeeming- quality and it's not thecheesy special' effects (at an estiMeaney, Ving Rhames' and Steve
Buscemi are all window dressing
mated $90 million it should look
for an idiotic aCtioner. What adds
better). Anne Heche is a talent.
insult to injury is that this movie
Unfortunately, Heche receives
.. has tha potential to comment on
.more acclaim for being a lesbian
what it means to be a criminal and
than a fine, young, charismatic
what separates a eriminal from
actress. Her enthusiastic turn
others in.sOcietY and'Other erhnimakes this movie digestible. But
nals. Instead Con Air is dosed with
iCyou want to see better films with
silliness, weak stunts and lazydiHeche, watch Walking·and TalkreetioD by Simon West. As I
ing or Donnie Brrz,sco. GB6DE: C
. watched, J.could feel80Jiie executives in .'board'roOm teUingthe
film makers what they should'add
Bruee Wtllis turns in one of his
and remOve frOm the tiIDL Con Air
best performimceS in
a¢on film
and the special ~tTects and sheer
creatiVeness of the production design and costumes are-wonderful.
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Control for- Contact in Picture
Perfect Lost World.
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continued from page 15

is definitely a good idea destroyed
by Hollywood's underestimation of
its audience. The sad thing is that
they fooled about $100 million from
its audience. GRADE: c-·
June 13: Speed 2; Cruise·Con-

k2l

;r-'

The next weekend opned with
the sequel to my favorite action
film, Speed. Keanu Reeves didn't
return so the wri ters (Randall
McCormick and Jeff Nathanson)
along with director Jan DeBont
struggled to find a way to continue
their story with only Sandra Bullock. They decided to not think at
all and made Jason Patrie (Reeves'
replacement) a cop in the same
department. They disregarded serious problems (what happened to
Jack Traven? Wasn't he a cop?
Wasn't he in the same department?
Isn't this too coincidental?) and
made a new couple. I couldn't believe how lazy they could be. This
movie was supposed to be headed
Bruce Willis (r.) and Milla Jovovich shine in the uneven The Fifth Element.
downhill from there. And financially it has. It will gross about $50 Peter Fonda stars as a beekeeper and Urna Thurman's cominess as .
in as much dialogue as we'd like.
million domestically and hopes to who is raising his two grandchil- the villains in the fourth Batman
And that's a shame because there
recoup its $145 million budget dren alone and struggling to bring film. The film is a $105 million
is good chemistry there. Nevertheoverseas which is probable but not his family together while grosser and a setbaek for this less, this is the start of good things
a certainty.
maintaing his lifestyle. The best Warner Bros. franchise. Blame for all involved. !!RAIm: BThe movie turned out to be very thing I can say about this film is Joel Schumacher for copying the
entertaining ifyou let it in. Patrie that it makes you wonder, and format and numerous shots from
June 27: Uerc~ .
pr!J~es to bea convincing action
most ofit is because of Fonda.. We ··hisBatman Forever. Blame Alicia
PH never 'understand why so
star and Bullock whines nicely see emotionson his face and a lack Silverstone's uncharismatic, dead
much hype is made for a Disney
throughout. The villain (Willem of emotions on his face and man- Batgirl and a predictable script.
cartoon feature. Especially when
Dafoe) is a nobody we really care ners that say so much. Everything Nothing works except Chris
you realize every Disney movie is
about so take more points off. The he says and does counts. Ulee's O'Donnell's Robin and he isn't in
the same with different drawings.
action and effects are exciting and Gold is the equivalent of peaking much of the picture. The action is
Hercules is a likeable fun cartoon
well shot. DeBont's quick camera into someone's life andjust watch- sometimes good but never comthat finishes like every other carmovements (reminiscent of John ing. It's realistic and deep but re- pletely visible. Watch the more
toon Disney has made. Themes of
McTiernan's work) keep this film quires patience. If you allow it, mature and exciting cartoons inovercoming differences and feelgoing at a fast and fun pace. Plus Ulee's Gold will show you a char- stead. !!RAIm: C
ings of insecurity plus a corny love
the chemistry between Patrie and acter who has gone through so
story are peppered with some
Bullock is not lacking. If a tighter much in life and how the pain and
funny pop culture references. This
story was created, this movie joys of life can make a person what diu
is Hercules and the Disney Corpowould have been more liked by crit- they are. GRADE: A
It's amazing what a $115 million ration wonders why their movies
ics and audiences. But audiences
hit can do for your career. Julia don't make the $200 million they
•
won't pay $9 for a film that asks
Roberts returns to her Pretty want anymore. G:.RADE: B
you to suspend so much disbelief
In ER's first season;' I found Woman roots successfully and has
after the original, Speed, was so George Clooney's head bobbing regained the love of audiences
June 27: Face/Qff
quality in every way. GRAD.E: B- strange. In Batman & Robin, again. But as Peter Travers
Hollywood's commerica1 influClooney portrays the corniest and pointed out in the August issue of ence hampered the originality of
most peculiarly nuanced (see head US magazine there's more here many movies in the past and
A film like Ulee's Gold can defi- bobbing) Batman to date. But than most are willing to concede.
present but Face / Off could not be
nitely get lost in the summer wars Clooney's bobbing takes a back The movie is standard fare, howtouched. Face / Off is the best acbut it should not be overlooked. seat to Arnold Schw&rzenegger ever. Julianne (Roberts) gets uption move I've seen since I don't
set when her friend and ex-beau, know what. It's a fine film bolplayed by the wooden Dermot stered by a creative premise, tight
Mulroney, announces his inten- script and bravura performances
tions to marry Cameron Diaz, who by Nicolas Cage and John Travolta.
turns in the best performance next Cage continously proves he can do
to Rupert Everett. Julianne, anything in acting. The range of
against good conscience, does emotions and depth in his perforsneaky things to ensure the two do mance are striking. Travolta is as
not get married while hoping cool as ever in a brilliantly serioMulroney will fall in love with her. comic performance. Both are OsRoberts' portraying Julianne is a car worth~ John Woo also came
switch. She's not the good girl. through on this level. I thought
And she doesn't win. Roberts is not he couldn't find other ways to film
hilarious but she's funny enough gunfights but he did it. He also
and has some very strong mo- was able to iJUect the style of his
ments. Unfortunately, the writers previous films, namely The Killer,
did not give her enough bad things without losing track of the sto~
to do and there aren't enough
scenes with Everett. And when
continued on page 19
Volccuw~ only redeemable quality: A1me R~he.
they're together, they don't engage
J
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Jordansrule;/ their presence re- riority is destroyed everywhere
spected as some revolutionary I words are Wor...
too1./ Once again we're taken
for fools/ when they project "... But right now / Sun'll still
Bahamadia their balls in the air.! A Nike shine, shed light now. / .Break"Spontaneity"
sales recorded after it's done down, liquidate God... "
with flair.! But I'm flying away
Raekwon the Chef
of
"... Y nadie pregunta si sufre 0
from this and all that that
Wu-Tang Clan ll oro / si tengo un pena que
doesn.'t work fare,/ to the island "Cash Still Rulesl· Scar~
duele muy ondo... "
of prosperity with sixtype~~~~t._.Hours"
. 'swe'~:ft"shop.7--1t~~J_'_!iTp--fioii:T:'~-oIl·wel1are~/Grabbed a pillow
R·ub'en Blades Miller time won't rock it./ so the and reclined in the Coach sec- The crime behind my fortune is
"EI Cantante"
fingers of the middle can take a tion/ thinking of my Sunset the dispersion/ of knowledge
station break up their socket.! Style section.! Eyes finally whose absence causes our susIn seeing pregnant women Now I should really stop play- close, thoughts into my art./ pension.! The same intelligence
smoking,/ hungry people chok- ing the numbers as they were Pride is often swallowed when that will allow the drug dealer
ing,/ docile people not evoking,/ done in the elaborate configura- you speak from the heart/ and to collect their pension.! You
the officers that don't protect,/ tion of Organized Konfusion./ teach from experience./ I wish will realize I was put here for
like that racist white with a Real Mes don't become an itera- originality was more than un- this when you realize you
Black girlfriend saying he tion of another style without the accepted variance./ And true weren't put here for that.! Hip
didn't brutally connect.! It's gift of a painful contusion/ faith is the interpretation of hop shows ought to be on tables,
thus the custodians that litter/ a.k.a. speed knot.! Yo, Manny, doctrine with respect to one's not DATs./ Pure Boricua-nthat finally make me bitter./ I they be stealing the styles life./ The placement of my piv- Black facts is what we lack,/
now try to explain it all to sooner than later-You think otal value is towards my wife/ and will begin when the generasanely survive another winter.
not!!/
not the worship of a movie tion gap is reversed back,!
n *ggas fight to become God's
In this America, you're just a
So I buy a plane ticket,/ place rapper's life.
male called Black,/ never con- of my origin is how I pick it./ To
Feet finally planted on the is- essence,/ b*tches learn they're.
nected to the heri tage Africa begin to explain that it isn't just land sand./ Couldn't find where godd-esses,/ idealistic ·thinking
brings back./ The blood shared self-induced suffering,/ but con- to go 'til I was hit. with that is turned to constructive ideolothroughout continents hidden tinuously realizing that hard Bumble Bee can.! Now seeing gies,/ and Taki remarks aren't
to the fac(t)/ of your Jamaican times are around us bubbling./ peoples' thoughts corrupted integratedInto docile philosobrother holding the chalice,! the I hope to begin the change/ re- with the hysteria from chemical phies.!
Now I said this in English for
Cuban santero without media forming this pagel to reflect this spreadJ the fish already dead,/
projected malice./ . Kool Here modern day sage..;
the babies unfed,/ and women thatn*gga named Tito,/ in
brought the system with the
still ornaments of home and Spanish for the God named
breaks,/ Bambaataa's Zulu N a- ".. .Es que yo tengo tres razas bed./Tbe bombs blasting on Enrico,/ but only told when
tion unity we makes/- Hip hop dibaro, Taino y che..·. ·Mamita, .Vieques shores/ are testing one, K.nowledge R.eigns S.upreme
•
21
R espet a, two...U.S. Army's mic chores.! O.ver P. uerto R. ico...
que pasa.....
- the all Black and Latino mamita,
striving for heaven's sakes.! Respetal!"
Ford in Air Foree One proposed
Thinking back, The Million
nonexistent mores.! The cycle ".. .N*ggaz don't know the half
Hector LaVoe Man March left out much of the
continues with Dominicans here about keeping it real...gotta find
-LaFGma"·
Black diaspora. The others,
for tne jobs in a hurry,/ just like .some way to release this hate... "
Xzibit light and darkl kept without
we
left
Borinquen 'for
-Carry The Wit!l.ht~ .
that sparkJ embraces of recog- ".. .Embrace this world before Quisq~~ya.andCuba early this
. we're all goners. / Now embrace . centuq~t.'T~eFree Trade Zones,
nition getting on that bus.
multinationals, and nowhere
All this matters 'cause the the world..."
"Y~ .~oy El- E8critor
se·8IDS of my pants are bound toplebiscites are the definitions of Porque" ~ 'Lo . Mio .E.
llUlpectGh ·Deck .'of
our histor-ay.l It's hard to
gether by my integrity/ tearing
Escribir.
Wu- Tang CIG", preach knowledge when guns
from the poaitions forced in this
El Publico No· Tiene
"The City"
and gl'ocks show the easy
naked inner city.! I'm still waitoutway.I, The lesson I learned Que pa,gar Para, Pode,:
ing for the carfare that anymore
Flying out of LaGuardia,/ away fnom the 50 pieced land Escuchar Me.
does not eomeJ 80 I can go to the
plantation and dream some.! leaving the U.S. Fantasia.! The rotten to the corel was that un-Edwa.rd Rodriguez
But no trips to California, L.A./ place where Tigers sell and til the philosophy of race infet present, spea t
eginning when ... eternal verbal
expansion keeps enhancing... "

wit Props given to 187 an
209, I can't stay./ Yet this isn't
just a numbers game.! The mu-.
sical genres of the Brown and
Black youth in time change
name,! exploitation all the
while remaining the samet because there still ain't no twofifty in my pocket I to withstand
the 105.9 degrees of media

t
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Five Star
Notebook

.

~

.150 sheets

Paper-Ream

• College ruled

• 500 sheets
• Premium inkjet paper

$3

$1· ·O!~
Ream

0fficeMax Everyday low Price

<

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price .

• Cushion grip
...

Cordless Phone

rJltILOTJ

• Helps reduce gripping
power to relieve fatigue
• Black or blue ink
1001-3807
1010-1249

$5

InkJet
Printer

Ust Price $8.95

• 600 X 600 DPI

99

OfficeMax Everyday Low Pnce

/

• 25-channel auto scan
• 10-number memory
capability
• Page/find feature
• 14-day Long Ute
battery

Col

J

L!'

$

• Prints up to
3.5 pages per
minute

I!;

99
0tIiceMax
Everyday
Low Price

1404-4884
Ust Price $169.00
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0fficeMax Everyday Low Price
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Office Task Chair

Office Editions
DL· Workcenter

• Oversized seat
• Pneumatic height adjustment

• Melamine
surfaces
• ScratchresistaAt - .
• Pull-out
keyboard

• Seat: 16" x 16" x 1-1/2" thick
• Back: 15" x 10-1/2"
0101-1835 Black
OlO1-1826 Gray

Graphing

0201-8131·

$9999=~
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

9
9
$19

$9499

- - - -- ---~520-1960

CR 83 Patchogue-Mount Sinai Rds

Model
#TI-83

~

~

.

0201-6669
List Price $47.95

99
$39
t-------rr~·~FI=

Woodside Ave. and Northern Blvd.•..•................426-9055

LAWRENCE: Burnside Ave. & Rockaway Turnpike 371-2910

OOMX, Inc. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Not responsible for typographicaJ errors. Prices valid in locations listed.

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

696-7336

STATEN ISLAND: Hylan Blvd.,
between Ebbits St. & Tysens Lane
980-3442
WESTBURY: Old Country Rd. and Zeckendorf Blvd.. 222-1535
WOODSIDE I QUEENS:

I Your Next CopyMax Order
I
of $10 or More!

One coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer: No hot
ies
I'.
l accepted,
Choose fro":!lT!any services: B&W or color .
P ocop
desktop publlshang, custom stamps, labels nfflM.......· I··.•
I cboPYlng,
usmess cards. letterhead and morel
•

~er valid thru 9130197.
........ -

I can't wait for Will Smith to get
a role that can really take advantage of his talents. His last three
films, Bad Boys, Independence Day
.and now Men In Black, offer some
insight into the strong acting abilities he posesses.Fortunately, Men
In Black is still a good movie that
anyone can have fun with. It's
$225 million plus box office take
proves it. Barry Sonnenfeld shows
his adeptness at directing comedy
but the action in this film is lacking. Plus, the idea of the MIB
agents being so secretive is funny
but gives Smith and Tommy Lee
Jones nothing to do but make
jokes. And the villain just being a
bug who wants to destroy everythingis the same lack ofingenW9
in a villain that killed ID4 for me.
Being a bad guy is tough work. It's
time consuming and dangerous.
Give these guys a good reason for
being. However, the scene where
Smith is taking a written test with
other ~ _~i~~J$pri~I~~and
. is an exampleoC-this movie's value.

~

.

#122574345810 .

....... ··...·... - . - · _ ,.....

B

Out To Sea is an attempt to bring
the audiences who loved the
Grumpy Old Men flicks into theaters. The $25 million take says it
worked somewhat.
Walter
Matthau and Jack Lemmon are
always fun but this movie is about
a dozen killer jokes short of their
previous work together and separately. !mAJlE.: C+

SONY

OffJceMax with FumitureMax

271-2880

.

Woo never gets carried away with
one aspect of the film and a balance is maintained. His timing is
never offand that's why this movie
hits. ~:A+

!m.ADE:

• 1-touch recording,
cue & review
• Pocket size
• 2 -speed recording

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
--------~I Store Hours: Sun: 11arn--6pm Mon-Fri: 8am-9pm Sat: 9am-9pm
BABYLON: Montauk Hwy..
SAYVILLE: Sayville Plaza.
between Wellwood Ave. and Route 109
321-4090
Sunrise Hwy. next to Kmart
BROOKLYN: At!antic Ave.,. east of Flatbush Ave
783-2614
SELDEN: Middle Country and······································244-7401

360-0590

.

Memopak Recorder

rFELWWES.

DlX HILLS: Jericho TurnpIke at Deer Park Road
493-0940
ELMONT: Hempstead Turnpike, next to Home Depot 326-3652
NOW OPEN! HAUPPAUGE: Rt. 347 and Rt. 111 360-2997
~ ~ROVE: Rt. 347, across from the

. ":'>::';:'='.'

OfficeMax
Everyday low Price
.

0310-0110 List Price $32.50

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

'

Ust Price $130.00

• Four cube set
• Sturdy wire grid
construction _

0310-0021

INSTR~NTSji:
. .•.•·.· :. : .~ ;i. ;.~
.
..jg!~:">: . :.• . •. .• •.•.

• Advanced statistics and finance

Neat Ideas
Wire Cube

• Includes Quick File
and 2 Tech Files
• Holds letter-size
hanging files

..

11_

Calculator

......-

Cr_te-A-File

_

#XC610

• 32KB memory
• Good for algebra and calculus

0120-1416
GraylBlack
0120-1425 White.

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

maven Mall
LEVmOWN: Kmart Plaza.
-_ Hempstead Turnpike and Gardiners Ave
MELVILLE: Melville Mall. Rt. 110. next to
CaidorslMarshafls

0202-1378

$3:9.99
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Men In Black Face/Offin Cruise
Control for Contact in Picture
Perfect Lost World.
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Another plus of the summer was
the gift of Jodie Foster returning
to movies. Her work in Contact is
among her best. The film itself is
an intelligent and very thought
provoking drama capped off by an
exciting "2001" like climax. Director Robert Zemeckis (Forrest
Gump, Back to the Future) inserts
real footage of the president and
famous media figures into the
story without losing a beat. Some
were bothered by these injections
but they undoubtedly fit well into
the story and were both fun and
interesting.
Matthew
McConaughey gets the boyfriend
role, which is usually the crappy
part women get when the man is
the lead, but delivers a typically
charismatic and confident performance. Some critics had a problem with his role because it was
underdeveloped and not crucial to
thestory. It just· seems some critics are so sexist because t,hey never
complain when women get these
roles a hundred times a year. And

Jeff Goldblum returns in The LoBt
World: JuraBBic Park.
..

;~

I do contend his character is key
in helping Foster come to terms
with major issues and adds a love
story dimension to the film that
.brb1gs~ us_closer .to..the cbaracten.
Contact is a-muSt-seeand is-OBly
flawed by a slow pace that can be

sis in the desired image of the
President rather than what the
President has really been in realit)'...a&DE: B
h

-'

--- . - . - - ..... -

•• ----
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A1JmmtJ,:8JJawn

I'm sure that if you read Todd
overlookedduetoFoster.~: McFarlane's comic book, Spawn,
B+
you won't be disturbed by bad acting. Unfortunately, the film version of the hit comic is hurt imMrs. Brown is an entertaining mensely by this and an overabuncharacter driven independent film dance of special effects. When
that chronicles the relationship there are scenes with effects, as in
between Queen Victoria and her Spawn, the actors are filmed first
Scottish hunting guide, John and effects are added later. The
Brown in 1864. Her husband has actors must pretend they see mondied and Brown helps her get out sters or whatever is supposed to be
of her shell and handle the duties there. In Spawn, Theresa Randle,
of her estate. Always interesting Martin Sheen and D.B. Sweeney
with two engaging turns by Judi are among the major cast members
Dench as the Queen and Billy . who had huge problems maintainConnoly as Brown, the film never ing believable emotions while actseems to surprise or tap completely ing opposite blue screens. It
into whats drives these two people. doesn't help that the script, though
Though, strong acting, unobtrusive based on the very original comic,
direction and beautiful locations, feels like The Crow with a black
costumes and production design' guy. Every event is predictable
make this a pleasant watch. except the action. The effects,
though sometimes unclear, are still
!lBADE: B
fine eye candy. It helps that Spawn
July 25: AiLForce One
has so much powers to take advanHarrison Ford's perfect acting, tage of. Michael J ai White is
Wolfgang Petersen's effective di- wooden at times but generally able
rection and fantastic action propel as the hero and John Leguizamo
the pathetic propaganda film Air is humourous in a corny role.
Force One. The film, from the be- GRAUE: c+
ginning, develops the President as
a man with integrity who only
If you've seen Friends, you're
makes devilish choices because he
can't disregard the advise of his very familiar with Jennifer
cabinet. He is a president who re- Aniston's stunning good looks and
ally loves people and came up famous hair. And watching her
through the typical American new film, Picture Perfect, it's clear
dream route and watches college the film-makers know you know
football like any ordinary Joe. about the body and the hair and
When you get pass this without wanted to take full advantage of
puking you can enjoy a tense, fast the .fact. Aniston plays a talented,
and thrilling actioner that has ba- smart and abnormally attractive

woman who can't find Mr. Right.
Automatically, we must suspend
disbelief to believe a woman-this
perfect could be so troubled by
men. But Aniston's likeable:per-.
. .. sona-.aDd~Jy-.shar.p.$ilR- '.

ingpull it off in a film that·s·reatly
a two hour sitcom that is entertaining despite its obviousness.
!l&IlE: B~

Method Man stabs Samuel L.
Jackson in a New York city school
forcing Jackson to retreat to L.A.
where he encounters another
harsh crowd to teach. Much
harder and less hopeful than Dangerous Minds,. 187 taps into the
feelings of a teacher whose spirit
has been broken. While Jackson's
. famous wit is absent, he displays
a quiet intensity that, up until this
point, has not been used much in
his work. Director Kevin Reynolds
(Waterworld) exposes this element
with slow motion and close ups and
wonderful photography. The lull
in the second half and the inability to express the mentality of the
hardhead students in his class stop
187 from being a real amazing cinematic study of public school life.
.Q:RAIlE.: B
AUWlst 8: Conspiracy Theory
.Amidst' the conspiracies that
populate news programs, Oliver
Stone movies and The X-Files,
comes a film that plays it for
laughs yet manages to be a thriller
and a love story. Mel Gibson, for
the first time in years, is allowed'
to be serious but goofy and it brings
out his very best. Truly Oscar worthy, Gibson characterizes paranoia, repression and obsession in
continued on page 20
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conti nued from page 19

on the mos t bori ng one, Stall one.
a gran d com bina tion. Julia Rob- His perf orm ance is qual
ity but
erts cont ribu tes anot her surp ris- neve r com man ding or extr aord
iingly effec tive turn as the love in- nary .like it shou ld be. Inste
ad he
tere st who play s a large role in allow s De Niro and othe rs to
outGibs on's moti vatio ns. Rob erts' re- shin e him in less than half
the
actio ns to Gibs on and the vario us scre en time ; Ultim ately , an ama
zeven ts in the mov ie mak e it all ing open ing is done in by a bori
ng
belie vabl e and the love conn ectio n midd le and an over ly neat and
unalso ring s true beca use she play s satis fyin g endi ng. De Niro is
hiit as a wom an who deve lops affec - lario us. GRA DE: Btion for him and love but not in the
sam e way as Gibs on loves her. The Aug ust 22: G.I. Jan e
rom anti c aspe ct coup led with
Dem i Moo re's prob lem is the
Gibs on's cons tant theo ries and prob lem of most actre sses toda
y:
gene ral comi c flair wou ld mak e find ing qual ity roles . Like
the
this a fine roma ntic come dy. But slum p Julia Robe rts was rece
ntly
Har riso n Ford 's preS iden t is held at gun poin t by
whe n a real cons pirac y beco mes in, Moo re has pick ed a strin
g of
mad man Gar y Old man in Air Forc e One .
real ity the thril ler deve lops and duds that has lowe red her
appe al
here is whe re dire ctor Rich ard to audi ence s. And that'
s sad be- rece nt histo ry of bom bs and look guis hes Hoo
dlum is reali sm and
Don ner plac es actio n and susp ense caus e she is a truly com man
ding at her as the star actre ss that she qual ity perf orm
ance s that was
with an arra y of shot s and style s pres ence on scree n. In
G.!. Jane , is. Vigg o Mor tens en and Ann e miss ing
from The Cott on Club .
that crea te an eerie , surr eal envi - Dem i final ly gets a real part
and Banc roft are supe rb in supp ortin g Hoo dlum
conc entr ates on Bum py
ronm ent. Con spira cy Theo ry is deliv ers. The film itsel
f is very roles also. The only nega tive is a John son'
s (pla yed effec tivel y by
deep on num erou s level s and pro- sma rt beca use it is
fille d with pred ictab ility in the turn of even ts Lau
renc e Fish burn e) batt les
vide s an ama zing over all expe ri- sexu al innu endo thro
ugho ut yet but Scot t is able to over com e it by agai
nst Dutc h Schu lz (Tim Roth in
ence . GRA DE: Adoes n't over kill the them e like not linge ring on certa in
mom ents a funn y turn ) for cont rol of the
you' d expe ct. Moo re's perfo rman ce and mov ing quick ly.
Ultim ately , num bers rack et in Harl em. The
Aug ust 15: Cop land
is one that asks her to use her act- G.!. Jane show stha t
a real wom an film suffe rs with over leng th and a
Sylv este r Stal lone , Rob ert ing and phys ical abili ties.
Unli ke can do wha teve r she puts her mind
repe titio us natu re conc ernin g the
DeN iro, Ray Liot ta, Harv ey Keit el, . Strip tease , it is truly nece
ssary to to as long as the gov ernm ent
vari ous strat egie s of both sides .
Rob ert Patr ick, Ann abel la Scio rra, show case her phys ical
cond ition . does n't inter fere. GRA DE: B+
Too man y unde rdev elop ed char acMic hael Rap apor t, Pete r Berg , Dire ctor Ridl ey Scot t (Alie
n) diters also hurt but Bill Duk e take s
Jane ane Garo falo, Cath y Mor iarty rect s with swif t, edgy
cam era .Aug ust 27: Hoo dlum
adva ntag e of his tools and sets to
and Mali kYo ba are all in Copl and. mov eme nt and the won derfu
l cinAs
I
watc
hed
Hoo
dlum
, I mak e Hoo dlum an enga ging perio d
Unfo rtun ately they cann ot over - ema togr aphy main tains
the dark , coul dn't help reca lling Fran cis
piece . GRA DE: B
com e the vario us plau sibil ity prob - grue ling aspe ct of SEA L
train ing. Copp ola's huge ly disa ppoi ntin g
lems and plot hole s in this film. . It's too bad.t hism ovie caJD
. .'
.
e-S& .late 1930 's Harlem· flick , The Cott on
Mos t of the grad es were ·surp ris·Wr iter- dire ctor ·Jam es Man gold in the sum mer beca
use I'm sure Club . Hoo dlum main tains a simi ingly high . 1997 's sum mer mov ies
has crea ted a fine story and a host more woul d have liked to have
seen lar look and retai ns muc h of the
were n't half bad.
of won derfu l char acte rs but focu ses it. You just have to get past
Moo re's subj ect mat ter. Wha t dist in.~

YOU DEMAND POWER
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Save another-

$SO

SPEED, AND MOBILITY:

cash b8ck*
Color StyIeWritef 4500
How $~ - . : IlEIWt

$300
Power MacIntosh- 6500/ 250

cash back*

32/4GB/uXCOIMuItlple Scan 1sAV

l.2/ZlP DrIw/EthemetJkb

Now $2.342 (or_~ .e-. . .

$200

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO. WITH THAT?

cash back*

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or
Power800k.

Because in additio n to getting the computer that lets you do more
than
you can imagine. you can save big time. For a limited time. studen
ts
are eligible for special cash rebates.

*ThJs is. IhniIed time n!bate coupon offer. eatt.. ... campus Direct
at 8oo.8n .IM33 ext. 753 for complete details.

$100

AppIeCampusDirect

18
00
87
744
33
24 hoI

n a day, 7 cIaJS a wee k

Power MacIntosh- 5400/ 280
16/1.2GB/8XCD/BulIt·in display/kb<1

Now $t.557 (or $)Cimo nIh)- - . : IIMTE

cash back*
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RAVE

·Earn·SSS
ring Part-Tine
Earn money working part-time
selling' insurance and
retire.ment products while
attending college
For more information on getting started, call

Vijay Dhawan
(718) 275·5000

...

jf

CHOSEN THE BEST
.RE···
.SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.

W

hen it comes to planning a comfortable future, over 1.8 million of
America's best and brightest count on
.
TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,
we're the world's largest retirement
company, the nation's leader in customer
satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice
~ people in education, research and
related fields~
The reason ? For nearly 80 years,
TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent
solutions to America's long-term planning
needs. We pioneered portable benefits.
. W~'in:veilted the variable annuity and
helped popularize the very concept of
stoCk investing for retirement planning.
Today, TIM-CREF's expertise offers

an impressive range of ways to help you
create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.
From the guarantees of TlAA's top-rated
Traditional Annuity·· to the additional
growth opportunities of our variable investment accounts, you 11 find the flexibility and
diversity you need to help you meet your .
long-term goals. And they're all hacked by .
some of the most knowledgeable investment
managers in the industry,
To learn more about the world's premier retirement organization, speak. to one
of our expert Consultants at 1 800 842-2776
(-8 a.m.s l I p.m. ET). Or better still, speak.
to one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
'great minds think alike.

VlSit us on the Internet

at

www.tiaa-cref.org

Enmring the future
for tboec who shape ie'
°Bued on a au""'Y concI~ in 1995 by .... ill~pelld'nl ors-izatlCll\ in which 96% of ~ ~.......u~ with TIAA-eREF.
""TIM ia ooe of only " h.u>dful of compan;"
currrntly I>oId .ho h~ marl.. from .ho nat;"" -.\edns _ ..mel. ... raJ,,,! agrncies fOC" .....bolily.
-.Inti ~ts, daims-payi,,! ability. and e-rall hnancial M1"'<'flSth: A•• (Suprrior). "'.11.'1. a... Co.; AAA. Dull"a PheIpo; Aaa. Moody'. Invntoro
S<nrft: AAA. Sundard and Poor·... TIAA'. p"""".<es ""' b.cked by its daima-payin« ability. "These ...,;.,p afTIAA _ an i~ company cIo.apply to CREF. CREF ~ arr e1io1ribuc«l by TIM-CRF..F Incln.;d"'" and 1-m..io<W Servicft. Inc. For...-r com~ information. indudi,,!
~ and expnua. all 1 800 &42-2733. e"'<nsion !>5O'l. for " proopectus. RNd ,ho proopectus ard'uBy b<farey"u m- or send moc><y.
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,
Se~ tern...., er 18t
1:00 pm360 Park Ave So.
1521
Refreshments will be. served
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.OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN··AMERICA
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All workshops are held at 151 East 25th Street
*Students who arrive more than 30 minutes late will not be admitted*
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FALL RECREATION· 1997
Begins Septem.ber 11, 1997

MONDAYS

3:45-5:4lS P.M.

TUESDAYS

12:30-5:15 P.M.; 7:00-9:00 P.M.

WEDNESDAYS

2:00-2:15 P.M.; 3:45-5:45 P.M.

THURSDAYS

12:30-5:15 P.M.; 7:00-9:00 P.M.

FRIDAYS

12:30-4:30 P.M.

POOL (BASEMENT LEVEL @ 17 LEXINGTON AVENUE>.
MONDAYS

12:00-2:30 P.M.; 7:00-9:00 P.M.

TUESDAYS

12:00-3:00 P.M.

THURSDAYS

12:30-2:15 P.M.; 7:00-9:00 P.M.

FRIDAYS

1:00-3:30 P.M.

6TH FLOOR GYMNASIUM
FOR AVAILABLE TIMES PLEASE CONSULT SCHEDULES POSTED OUTSIDE
ROOMS 708, 725, 1120, AND OUTSIDE LOCKER AREAS
LOCKER ASSIGNMENTS ARE HANDLED BY MR. RALPH SIRIANNI,
ROOM 725, 17 LEXINGTON AVENUE
APPROPRIATE ATTIRE REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES
In'S MUST BE PRESENTED UPON REQUEST .
.dlllh .

~to
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HOURS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. ALSO, ADDmONAL HOURS MAY BE POSTED
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT MR. RAY RANKIS AT 387-1278/12'70 IN
ROOM 1120 OR ROOM 788 @ 1'1LEXINGTON AVENUE
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